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Inclusion is not primarily  

about fighting evil

It is about awareness and  
enlightnement

Parks are great at that



Something you should know  
about this guy



My lens



My lens



My lens



Test yourself: Project Implicit,
Harvard University. https://implicit.harvard.edu/

Are you inclusive?



Malala Yousafzai





What do we talk about  
when we talk about  

inclusion and exclusion?





Social inclusion

• The process of improving the terms for individuals and groups  to take 
part in society, and

• The process of improving the ability, opportunity, and dignity  of those 
disadvantaged on the basis of their identity to take  part in society

World Bank Group: http://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/social-inclusion

http://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/social-inclusion


”

“Diversity is being invited to the party;  
Inclusion is being asked to dance”
- Verna Myers



Diversity is about demographics

Inclusion is about culture

Diverse demographics support  
inclusive culture



Why should we even care about inclusion?  (spoiler: because 
parks & rec are a people business)



Inclusion
- Thrive mentally and physically
- Willing to learn from others
- Is simply the right thing to do
- Creates a sense of belonging
(Leary, Baumeister, Twinge)



BELONGING



Maslow’s hierachy of needs (1943)



Why do they come?

“The need for connection and community is primal, as  
fundamental as the need for air, water, and food”
- Dean Ornish



If it is the right thing to do why do we face 
obstacles towards inclusion?



Obstacle

#1

FEAR



Skateboards and community 
centers?





Obstacle

#2

BIASES



½
Biases are the stories we make up about people  
before we know who they really are



Obstacle

#3

LACK OF  
DIVERSITY



https://chrisbourg.wordpress.com/2014/03/03/the-unbearable-whiteness-of-librarianship/



values  but hard 

to follow them

Yourself  Parks

as workplace

Parks in the community



Inclusion and social justice should not just
be a jacket you take on when you go to work

What we say matters. What we do matters



Diversify workforce, education
and conferences



Diversify workforce, education and  
conferences



Workplace:

Make inclusion a  
priority

Focus and training on  
unconscious biases

Be aware that culture  eats 
strategy for breakfast



The power of invitations

The magic of feeling welcomed



Seek partnerships; find voices that
can talk diversity and inclusion with you





Inclusion is not primarily  

about fighting evil

It is about awareness and  
enlightnement

Parks are great at that













































Inclusion is







Barriers to inlcusion



Organizational preference



Organizational preference



Diversity lens



Culture impacts



How our brains work



Revolution in classical music



Illusion of objectivity



Prescriptive Bias



Descriptive Bias



Promoting inclusion



Stay on top of your biases



Interrupt bias



Going Forward



Questions & Discussion


